Soccer Strength and Power Development Training

A major focus of this workout program is going to be your ability to preform a movement in an explosive capacity and increasing that capacity will be a major goal. In order to push power and speed we need to have enough rest time between sets to increase our nervous systems capacity to dig deep and utilize energy more efficiently to then generate and build explosive movement patterns.

I will link videos from other creators on YouTube that will demonstrate proper form for the movements that I think you may or may not know. 

I’ve thought long and hard about designing soccer drills that you could complete but at this time I’m not happy with what I’ve come up with and figured that you know what you’re doing so I will stick to what I know best. This program is meant to be used in addition to your skill work and drills. Once you’re in your off season there are a number of other things we will be able to do in order to prepare for the season.

P.S. I had actually thought you were out of season which was why I designed the other program the way I did.


Workout 1 - (warm up first, short jog, bike, or something to get blood flowing)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xs3t46mT0UE
(can use this as a part of the warm up)

Power / Speed
DB Squat Jumps - 4x 8-12, rest 1-3 min https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AN1fbtDqB6s
use a weight that doesn’t overly limit your jump height. (ex. if you can jump 30in then use weight that you can jump no less than 15in with.)

Explosive Step Ups - 3x 10-15 each side, rest 1-3min
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDwzB6xuZ9o

Weighted Lunges - 3x 6-8 each side, rest 1-3min (focus on moving quickly on the way up, controlled on the way down.)

One arm DB snatch - 3x 15 each side, minimal rest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDRiPLPzUVg
(the first variation)

Strength / Hypertrophy
Pull Ups - 2x Max reps - 1 (do pull ups until you feel like you can do one more, then don’t do the last one and rest)
Rest time 1-2min

Pull Ups - 2x 4-6 reps + Max hold on the last rep
Rest time 1-2min

DB Supinated curl - 3x 10-15 (focus on squeezing your bicep at the top)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyLUrT2jxYg

DB Hammer curl - 3x 8-10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwD-YGVP4Bk

You can continue to complete your ab circuit afterwards. If you want to or have time.

Workout 2 - warm up first, short jog, bike, or something to get blood flowing)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xs3t46mT0UE
(can use this as a part of the warm up)

Power / Speed Circuit
Clap Push Ups - 8-15 reps
Alternating lunge jumps - 8-15 reps
Dumbbell Push Press - 8-10 reps https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhSkCaVO-KE
Rest 1-2min Repeat 3-5 times

Strength / Power
Close grip Bench Press - 4x 6-8, Rest 1-3min
Overhead Press - 3x 8-12, Rest 1-3min

Hypertrophy
Cable tricep push down - 8-12
Rear felt fly - 8-12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA7u4Q_8HQ0
Skull crushers - 8-12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9baX4-wEYx8
Rest 1-2min
Repeat 2-4 times

You can continue to complete your ab circuit afterwards. If you want to or have time.


Only complete these workouts once a week. Once you’ve completed them for a second week, I will add an additional workout and change the numbers up to help continue progressing in speed, strength and power development.






